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Abstract. Blockchains have become ubiquitous. At the core of blockchains lies the ability to reach consensus among distributed and malicious
participants. One recently developed and efficient consensus protocol is
Blockmania. In this abstract we describe how we aim to (1) develop a
formal specification of Blockmania, (2) give a formal proof of correctness,
and (3) relate and re-use Blockmania with other protocols.
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Motivation

Blockchains touch many areas of our life, most notably transferring money such
as Bitcoin [17] or Facebook’s Libra [2]. Therefore, it is important to get blockchains
“right”. Together with a sharing and open community—ideas are shared in “white
papers” and source code is often open—this makes blockchains ideal for applying
formal methods. At the heart of blockchains lies the promise to reach consensus
even in the face of malicious, a.k.a., Byzantine participants. A multitude of
consensus protocols have been developed in the past years, best witnessed by
several survey papers on blockchain consensus, e.g. [3,7,21].
In our work we focus on one consensus protocol: Blockmania [9]. The core
ideas of Blockmania are (1) for participants to efficiently build a shared blockgraph instead of a blockchain, and then (2) interpret the shared blockgraph to
derive received messages and consensus (cf. Section 2). Our research objectives
are to (1) develop a formal specification of Blockmania, then (2) give a formal
proof of correctness, and (3) relate and re-use Blockmania with other protocols
(cf. Section 3).
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Background: Blockmania

Through the Blockmania protocol distributed servers can reach consensus on the
execution order of transactions issued by external clients. To give an example:
Eve wants to issue two transactions, (a) to pay Alice for a flat in Moscow,
and (b) to pay Bob for a pizza. The distributed servers have to agree on either
executing transaction (a) or (b) first—especially if Eve issues the transactions to
different servers, and worse, tries to double-spend her funds. Reaching consensus
?
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Fig. 1. From blocks to messages.

Fig. 2. From blockgraph to consensus.

is made difficult by Byzantine servers and clients not behaving according to the
protocol: either intentionally such as Eve trying to double-spend while possibly
even collaborating with some servers, or unintentionally such as a server failing
abruptly. Moreover, the network itself can be Byzantine. In an asynchronous
network even a single failing server may prohibit consensus (FLP theorem [11]).
Blockmania reaches consensus based on two novel ideas. For one, by moving
from a blockchain to a blockgraph, the servers efficiently build a shared blockgraph based on light-weight validation rules by employing a gossip protocol.
In Fig 1 and Figure 2 we see a schematic view of the same block graph. The
servers si with i ∈ {1, . . . , 4} try to reach consensus on which transactions to
execute at position kj with j ∈ N. Every si is responsible for producing a block b
for si ’s own slot at position kj . Unforgeable digital signatures prove the authenticity of a block b at position kj being created by si . Every si includes in their
blocks transactions received from clients, such as s1 and s3 in Figure 1 and 2
including Eve’s transactions (a) and (b) from before. Additionally, si includes
hashes of blocks received from other servers. In Figure 1, we indicate some backward references to blocks as shown by the arrows. The hash proves the integrity
of backward references to previous blocks. This brings us to the second idea of
Blockmania. The servers interpret the built blockgraph to (1) reach consensus on
the transactions to execute by (2) deriving messages from the sent blocks. For
(1) consider Figure 2. Assume the servers can agree on the 4 blocks from every
server si at position k1 , as indicated by X. To reach consensus on the transactions
to execute, every correct si simply calls a deterministic function f to combine
the transactions in these blocks. But how can the servers agree on each of these
4 blocks? They (2) interpret consecutive blocks as messages to drive state machines according to a PBFT-inspired [8] consensus protocol, where references
to previous blocks are interpreted as messages sent by the block. If the servers
cannot agree on some of the blocks, they simply agree to disagree, as indicated
by ⊥. To avoid the FLP theorem, Blockmania assumes partial synchronicity [10].
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Research Objectives

Objective I: Formal Specification. Our objective is to give a formal specification of Blockmania by (1) formally defining the underlying data structure
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and construction of a blockgraph, and (2) formally specifying the protocols run
by clients and servers for the gossip and interpretation phase. From the prose
description [9] and a prototype implementation in Python1 we extract a specification with well-understood semantics relying on formal language and distributed
system primitives [6]. To demonstrate viability, we will implement a prototype in
the functional programming language OCaml. The formal specification serves as
a basis for the formal proof in Objective II. Moreover, the formal specification
of interfaces and invariants enables decomposition and re-usability which we will
explore in Objective III.
Objective II: Formal proof. Our objective is to formally define and prove
correctness of Blockmania2 by (1) defining a notion of correctness in the context of blockchains relying on classical notions of safety and liveness [1], and
(2) give a formal proof of correctness of the specification of Blockmania in Objective I. After showing Blockmania’s correctness by pen-and-paper proofs,
we aim to use proof assistants. Here we will look into automation e.g. through
ByMC [13] or Ivy [18], or mechanized proofs similar to the Coq framework Velisarios [19], which reasons about Byzantine-fault tolerant systems to prove safety
properties of PBFT [8].
Objective III: Other Protocols. Our objective is to (1) generalize Blockmania’s
idea to interpret to protocols, and (2) relate Blockmania to other graph-based
protocols. As indicated [9], it may be possible to use Blockmania in non-Byzantine
settings with Paxos [14] or use it with other deterministic Byzantine protocols
such as Bracha’s broadcast [4] instead of Blockmania’s PBFT-inspired protocol.
We want to formally define requirements to do so and continue to implement the
prototype to demonstrate re-usability. Recently, many graph-based blockchain
protocols have emerged, such as DAGCoin [15], Hashgraph [20], Aleph [12], and
Casanova [5]. More recently, the Flare consensus protocol [20] combines ideas
from Stellar [16] with Blockmania. Our aim is to review the white papers on
graph-based consensus protocols and establish commonalities with Blockmania.

4

Progress

We are at the beginning of the project and have a first draft on the formal specification of the blockgraph and pseudo-code of the client and server protocols
together with an initial prototype implementation. However, although we presented objective I–III as consecutive, we expect the progress to interleave and
iterate. For example, we expect the formal proof to inform the formal specification and definition of correctness, and the interpretation of a different protocol
to clarify interfaces in the specification.
1
2

cf. github.com/gdanezis/blockmania
With the working title: Blockmania .
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